Do you own the 2017 LWW Doody's Core Title Collection? Upgrade to the 2018 version with this supplemental collection of 50 titles!

Doody's Core Titles™ have been selected by academically-affiliated healthcare professionals and medical librarians, and are considered must-have resources for practitioners, researchers, and students.

A Core Title is a book that represents essential knowledge needed by professionals or students in a given discipline. Up to three librarians score each title on a score of 0-3 in five fundamental collection development criteria: authoritativeness of author and publisher; scope and coverage of the subject matter; quality of content (including timeliness); usefulness and purpose; and value of money. Scores are averaged to provide an overall score for each title.

Doody’s Review Service™ is a leading source for expert, authoritative quality assessment and collection development tools for medical, nursing, and allied health books.

Publisher
Lippincott Williams & Wilkins (LWW)

What's Included
- Anatomical Chart Company Atlas of Pathophysiology
- Anatomy of the Eye and Orbit: The Clinical Essentials
- Anesthesiologist's Manual of Surgical Procedures
- Bethesda Handbook of Clinical Hematology, The
- Civetta, Taylor & Kirby's Critical Care Medicine
- Clinical Scenarios in Surgery: Decision Making and Operative Technique
- Clinical Scenarios in Vascular Surgery
- Core Curriculum for Transplant Nurses
- Decision Making in Emergency Critical Care: An Evidence-Based Handbook
- Differential Diagnoses in Surgical Pathology: Gastrointestinal System
- Differential Diagnoses in Surgical Pathology: Gynecologic Tract
- Disorders of the Shoulder: Reconstruction
- Disorders of the Shoulder: Sports Injuries
- Disorders of the Shoulder: Trauma
- Essentials of Skeletal Radiology (2 Volume Set)
- Eyelid, Conjunctival, and Orbital Tumors: An Atlas and Textbook
- Fischbach's A Manual of Laboratory and Diagnostic Tests
- Fischer's Mastery of Surgery
- Genital Dermatology Atlas
- Genitourinary Radiology
- Handbook of Dialysis
Handbook of Nutrition and the Kidney
Imaging in Rheumatology: A Clinical Approach
Intraocular Tumors: An Atlas and Textbook
Irwin and Rippe's Intensive Care Medicine
Kaplan & Sadock's Comprehensive Textbook of Psychiatry
M.D. Anderson Surgical Oncology Handbook, The
Master Techniques in Orthopaedic Surgery: Fractures
Master Techniques in Orthopaedic Surgery: Reconstructive Knee Surgery
Modern Epidemiology
Moffet's Pediatric Infectious Diseases: A Problem-Oriented Approach
Nursing Herbal Medicine Handbook
Nursing Procedures Made Incredibly Easy!
Nutrition Essentials for Nursing Practice
Only EKG Book You'll Ever Need, The
Orthopaedic Pathology
Patterson's Allergic Diseases
Pediatric and Adolescent Knee Surgery
Pediatric Chiropractic
Pediatric Radiology: Practical Imaging Evaluation of Infants and Children
Practical Guide to Dermoscopy, A
Pulmonary Pathophysiology: The Essentials
Renal and Electrolyte Disorders
Scar Book, The: Formation, Mitigation, Rehabilitation, and Prevention
Spine Injuries in Athletes
Therapeutic Exercise: Moving Toward Function
Washington Manual of Critical Care, The
Washington Manual of Medical Therapeutics
Washington Manual of Outpatient Internal Medicine, The
Washington Manual Pulmonary Medicine Subspecialty Consult, The
Washington Manual, The: General Internal Medicine Consult